Instantly bring text-messaging to your hotel with AutoClerk’s integration into Akia.

Learn how this technology has supercharged guest satisfaction for some of the biggest hotel brands in the world.

1. AutoClerk automatically syncs upcoming reservations into Akia
2. Akia automatically welcomes guests on day of arrival over text
3. Guest questions automatically answered by Akia
4. Guests and staff can chat with each other over a simple text-messaging interface.

✅ Get Started

Get in touch with your AutoClerk representative.

AutoClerk
akia@autoclerk.com
(925) 871-1831

Or learn more about Akia.

Akia
support@akia.ai
https://akia.ai

Artificial Intelligence is the difference.

Akia can create work orders for housekeeping and maintenance, order valet service, or call for a bellman. And, because Akia has Artificial Intelligence technology at her core, she learns when and how to best initiate responses to guests, just like a member of your staff.